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Part 0: Why RL?  
From Games to Real World Impact



Human Level Performance on Games

- In 2015, Deep Learning’s impact propagate 
to Reinforcement Learning.  We have human 
level performance on Atari games.



Human Level Performance on Games

- In 2015, Deep Learning’s impact propagate 
to Reinforcement Learning.  We have 
human level performance on Atari games.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1eYniJ0Rnk


Mastering the game of Go

- In 2016, AlphaGo beats world Champion 
Lee Sedol. 4-1 in a five-game Go match.



Human-level ChatBot 

- In 2022, ChatGPT reveals the new era 
of Generative AI.



Human-level ChatBot 

- In 2022, ChatGPT reveals the new era 
of Generative AI.

5 days



Part I: Key Concepts  
What is RL? What RL is solving?



Where does RL stand in ML?

CF:David Silver's RL slides  

https://www.davidsilver.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/intro_RL.pdf


Where does RL stand in ML?

CF:David Silver's RL slides  

Static data, with labels Static data, without labels

Non-stationary data 
- data collected from the 

interaction between RL model 
and environment, when we 
updating RL model, our data 
distribution is also changing.

No supervision, only a 
reward signal (scalar).

https://www.davidsilver.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/intro_RL.pdf


What is RL

- Agent interacting with environment: 

- At every step t,

- Agent seeing state of the world,

- Then agent deciding taking an action,

- The environment transits to next state,

- Agent might receive a reward from the world.

- The goal of agent is to maximize the cumulative reward.
CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


What is RL? 

Let’s look at an example!

● Goal: kill the opponent.
● State: board 
● Action: move around or lay a bomb.
● Reward: -2 for each step, 

            100 for killing opponent.
● Horizon: finite. 

https://www.pommerman.com

https://www.pommerman.com/


What is RL? 

- Agent and Environment

- Agent: the man.

- Environment: the map.

https://www.pommerman.com

https://www.pommerman.com/


What is RL? 

States and Observations

- A state s is a complete description of 
the state of the world. 
E.g., the entire status of map at a time step.

- An observation o is a partial description of a state 

which may omit information.

- E.g., the part of map that man see.



What is RL? 

States and Observations

- A state s is a complete description of 
the state of the world. 
E.g., the entire status of map at a time step.

- An observation o is a partial description of a state 

which may omit information.
- E.g., the part of map that man see.

- If observation = state, we say that the environment 

- is fully observed.

- o.w. it is partially observed. 

For simplicity, across this course, we use fully observed setting.

CF: ChatGPT



What is RL? 

Action spaces and Policies

- Action spaces: The set of all validation actions.

- E.g., move up, right, left, down, lay a bomb.

- Policies: 

- E.g., Given what Pommerman see, red agent lay a bomb



What is RL? 

Trajectories(   ),Transition Probabilities

- A trajectory is a sequence of states and actions 
in the world.

- Transition Probabilities.
           Given state s_t, if agent take action a_t, what’s
           the probability of next states. (can be deterministic)  

t=0 t=5



What is RL? 

Reward, Return.
- The reward function R is a mapping from the 

current state of the world, the action just taken, and 
the next state of the world, to a scalar.

- It’s usually simplified as 
- The goal of the agent is to maximize some notion of 

cumulative reward over a trajectory. 

r(s0, a0)=0 r(s10, a10)=100



RL Formulation 

Markov Decision Process (MDP)

- Set of states S 

- Set of actions A  

- Transition function P(s’| s, a)

- Markov Property: future states 

only depends on current states 

and action.

- Reward function R(s, a, s’)  

- Start state s0 

- Discount factor:  

- Horizon: H

- Goal:

            alternatively

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

Finite horizon Infinite horizon

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


RL Formulation

Goal of RL :

Trajectory probability

Trajectory reward



Value functions

- the expected return if you start in that state or state-action pair, and then act 
according to a particular policy forever after

State-Value function

Value functions - On Policy



Value functions - On Policy

- the expected return if you start in that state or state-action pair, and then act 
according to a particular policy forever after

State-Value function

Action-Value function

The on-policy value function evaluates the 
performance of current policy \pi.



Value functions - On Policy

- the expected return if you start in that state or state-action pair, and then act 
according to a particular policy forever after

State-Value function

Action-Value function

Connection of two value functions: 

State value function is expectation of 
Action value function over all possible actions.



Value functions - Optimal Policy

- the expected return if you start in that state or state-action pair, and then act 
according to the best policy after that.

State-Value function

Action-Value function

The performance of best policy. 



Value functions - Optimal Policy

- the expected return if you start in that state or state-action pair, and then act 
according to the best policy after that.

State-Value function

Action-Value function

Connection of two value functions: 

State value function is max of 
Action value function over all possible actions.



Bellman Equations - On policy

- The value of your starting point is the reward you expect to get from being there, plus the value of 
wherever you land next.

State s’

Current time step t Next time step t+1



Bellman Equations - Optimal policy

- The value of your starting point is the reward you expect to get from being there, plus the value of 
wherever you land next, following the optimal policy.

State s’

Current time step t
Next time step t+1



Bellman Equations - Optimal policy

- The value of your starting point is the reward you expect to get from being there, plus the value of 
wherever you land next, following the optimal policy.

State s’

Whether we have max over actions differentiates 
the on-policy vs optimal value function Bellman 
Equation.



Key Concepts

● RL is learning by trial and error.
● Bellman Equation: Relation between current state and future state.
● Exploration & Exploitation trade off
● On-policy vs Off-policy
● Online vs offline vs Hybrid
● Bias and Variance trade off



Part II: How to solve RL? 



RL Algorithms (What we will cover?)

● Exact methods
○ Value Iteration & Policy iteration

● Deep RL algorithms [Model-free, Online approach]
○ Policy gradient.
○ Actor acritic.
○ Trust Region Policy Optimization.
○ Proximal Policy Optimization. 
○ DQN
○ DDPG
○ SAC



RL Algorithms (What we will cover?)

● Exact methods
○ Value Iteration & Policy iteration

● Deep RL algorithms [Model-free, Online approach]
○ Policy gradient.
○ Actor acritic.
○ Trust Region Policy Optimization.
○ Proximal Policy Optimization. 
○ DQN
○ DDPG
○ SAC



Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series
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Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

Starting at (3,3), acting optimally (i.e., moving right), reach 
(4,3) deterministically, then get +1 reward. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

Starting at (3,3), acting optimally (i.e., moving right), reach 
(4,3) deterministically, then get +1 reward. 1

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

1

1

Similarly for (2,3) and (1, 1), the optimal policy is to move to 
(4,3) directly and collect reward 1.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

1

1
-1

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

1

1
-1

We are using the summation of trajectory reward to compute 
value function. 

What if we use Bellman equation?

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

1

1
-1

We are using the summation of trajectory reward to compute 
value function. 

What if we use Bellman equation?

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

1

1
-1

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

1

1
-1

0 1* 1

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

1

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

1

1
-1

Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

Taking best action from (3, 3): moving right.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Computing Optimal Value Function
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

Recursive equation to the neighboring states

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Value Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

Indexing by how many steps left in the future, if 0, means no more 
steps left for us in the future. We initialize it by 0.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Value Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

Decomposing to immediate reward, and one time step 
less time step left value function. 

And then averaged across all 
possible neighboring states.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Value iteration in grid world
Recall the definition of Optimal Value function 

Bellman equation:

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

1

Revisit our previous example

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Value Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Value Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

Converge at infinite horizon:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Q-Value Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Q-Value Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

In Tabular cases, Bellman Backup -> Value iteration.
In large-scale cases, Bellman Backup -> Regression target for Q-learning
Similar for learning state value function, we will see soon.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Policy Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

k

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


Policy Iteration

CF Foundations of Deep RL 6 lectures series

Difference value iteration between policy evaluation. 

k

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwRJQ4m4UJjNymuBM9RdmB3Z9N5-0IlY0


RL Algorithms (What we will cover?)

● Exact methods
○ Value Iteration & Policy iteration

● Deep RL algorithms [Model-free, Online approach]
○ Policy gradient.
○ Actor acritic.
○ Trust Region Policy Optimization.
○ Proximal Policy Optimization. 
○ DQN
○ DDPG
○ SAC



Policy Gradient

Recall Goal of RL 

Trajectory probability

Trajectory reward



Policy Gradient

Recall Goal of RL 

Trajectory probability

Trajectory reward

Expected return

Maximizing return

Gradient ascent



Policy Gradient

Recall Goal of RL 

Trajectory probability

Trajectory reward

Expected long-term reward

Maximizing long-term reward

How do we compute this 
gradient?



Policy Gradient

Deriving policy gradient:
Expectation over all trajectories sampled from 
current policy.

Exchange gradient and integration.

Gradient of trajectory probability.



Policy Gradient

                 

  Step 1. Log probability of trajectory

How do we compute gradient of traj probability? 



Policy Gradient

                 

  Step 1. Log probability of trajectory

Step 2. Grad of log prob of traj

Transition probabilities does not affect 
gradient.

How do we compute gradient of traj probability? 



Policy Gradient

                 

  Step 1. Log probability of trajectory

Step 2. Grad of log prob of traj

Step 3. The Log-Derivative Trick

Using                         , we            we have: 

How do we compute gradient of traj probability? 



Policy Gradient

                 How do we compute gradient of traj probability? 

Plug in this gradient



Policy Gradient

                 How do we compute gradient of traj log probability? 

Recall gradient of log prob of traj is



Policy Gradient

                 Let’s think a bit what did we do here: 

We change it from trajectory probability to action 
probability. 

Notice that this is hard to compute since we don’t 
have access to the transition probability. 



Policy Gradient

                 Let’s think a bit what did we do here: 

We take expectation over trajectories sampled 
from current policy. This means we can estimate it 
using sample mean: 

D is the set of trajectories sampled 
during training, from  



Policy Gradient

Intuition:

- Maximum likelihood, weighted by the trajectory reward.
- Increasing the action probability, if this action leads to high trajectory 

reward. 
- Decreasing the action probability, if this action leads to low trajectory 

reward.       
- Reinforce the good behavior



Policy Gradient

Comparing to Supervised learning:

PG: 

SL: 

Data is static or sampled from static distribution.

Data is dynamic

Weighted by 
Trajectory reward.



Policy Gradient

The problem of PG:

- Gradient has high variance.



Policy gradients variants, and Actor Critic

- Different version of weights to replace            leads to different policy 
gradients methods: 

Total reward of trajectory. 

Reward starting from time t. 

Baseline version of previous 
version to further reduce variance. 

Option 1.

Option 2.

Option 3.

[1] Schulman, John, et al. "High-dimensional continuous control using generalized 
advantage estimation." arXiv preprint arXiv:1506.02438 (2015).



Policy gradients variants, and Actor Critic

- Different version of weights to replace            leads to different policy 
gradients methods: 

Option 4.

Option 5.

Option 6.

State-action value function

Advantage function

Temporal Difference Residue 

[1] Schulman, John, et al. "High-dimensional continuous control using generalized 
advantage estimation." arXiv preprint arXiv:1506.02438 (2015).



Policy gradients variants, and Actor Critic

- Different version of weights to replace            leads to different policy 
gradients methods: 

Option 4.

Option 5.

Option 6.

Actor critic algorithms

[1] Schulman, John, et al. "High-dimensional continuous control using generalized 
advantage estimation." arXiv preprint arXiv:1506.02438 (2015).



Policy Gradient & Actor Critic Algorithm implementation

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


Policy Gradient & Actor Critic Algorithm implementation

Option 1-6

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

Policy improvement

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


Policy Gradient & Actor Critic Algorithm implementation

Option 1-6

On policy value function, this 
requires using data sampled 
only from policy 

This means samples are used 
for training once then throw 
away.

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

Policy evaluation

Policy improvement

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


Policy Gradient & Actor Critic Algorithm implementation

Option 1-6

On policy value function, this 
requires using data sampled 
only from policy 

This means samples are used 
for training once then throw 
away.

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

In fact, there is a minor issue in this 
implementation. Could you figure out 
where it is?

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


Policy Gradient & Actor Critic Algorithm implementation

Option 1-6

On policy value function, this 
requires using data sampled 
only from policy 

This means samples are used 
for training once then throw 
away.

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

We should do 
1. policy evaluation 

(step 4, 8, 5)
2. policy improvement. 

(step 6, 7)

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


RL Algorithms (What we will cover?)

● Exact methods
○ Value Iteration & Policy iteration

● Deep RL algorithms [Model-free, Online approach]
○ Policy gradient.
○ Actor acritic.
○ Trust Region Policy Optimization.
○ Proximal Policy Optimization 
○ DQN
○ DDPG
○ SAC



From Policy Gradient to PPO

Recall policy gradient

- Estimate advantage: 
- Gradient update:

- All the samples are from current policy 
- This means, once we do one step gradient ascent, we cannot use our 

previously collected data. 
- What if we want to use old data more efficiently?



From Policy Gradient to PPO

Let’s look at our RL formulation again

How do we leverage the data collected by previous policies to improve current 
policy?

- Can we establish relation between different policies?

UCB DRL course lecture 9 or Schulman, John, et al. "Trust region policy optimization." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2015.

https://rail.eecs.berkeley.edu/deeprlcourse/deeprlcourse/static/slides/lec-9.pdf


From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Maximizing RL objectives is equal to maximizing
- Advantage of old policy, under the expectation of new policy 



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Maximizing RL objectives is equal to maximizing
- Advantage of old policy, under the expectation of new policy 

Importance sampling 



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Maximizing RL objectives is equal to maximizing
- Advantage of old policy, under the expectation of new policy 

If the state also sampled from old policy, then we can optimize this 
by sampling data from old policies, directly optimize new policy



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Maximizing RL objectives is equal to maximizing
- Advantage of old policy, under the expectation of new policy 

When can we approximate       ‘s state 
distribution with state distribution from 
old policy?



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Surrogate loss

- Subject to two policies are close to each other.

- How do we enforce two policies are close during the updates? 



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- We want to optimize        to maximize above value, but at the same time, not 
push too far away from old policy.



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- We want to optimize        to maximize above value, but at the same time, not 
push too far away from old policy.

- Let’s divide this into different cases based on Advantage



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- We want to optimize        to maximize above value, but at the same time, not 
push too far away from old policy.

- Let’s divide this into different cases based on Advantage
- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 

not too large



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large. 

- Let’s denote ratio of two policies as
- If r is too large
-    we bound the maximal update by 
-    O.w. we improve it based on r
- Let’s denote this new loss by 



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large. 

- Let’s denote ratio of two policies as
- More concretely

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up ppo notes  and PPO paper

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PDzn9RPvaXjJFZkGeapMHbHGiWWW20Ey/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06347


From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large. 

- Let’s denote ratio of two policies as
- More concretely

We want to increase       , right now it has low probability on (s, a).  



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large. 

- Let’s denote ratio of two policies as
- More concretely

We want to increase       , right now it has low probability on (s, a).  



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large. 

- Let’s denote ratio of two policies as
- More concretely

We can increase          by r*A



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large. 

- Let’s denote ratio of two policies as
- More concretely

We want to increase       , it already has high probability on (s, a). No additional benefit to make it larger.



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A > 0, we want increase the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large. 

- Let’s denote ratio of two policies as
- More concretely

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up ppo notes  and PPO paper

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PDzn9RPvaXjJFZkGeapMHbHGiWWW20Ey/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06347


From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A < 0, we want decrease the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not to further decrease, when it’s already small. 

-

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up ppo notes  and PPO paper

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PDzn9RPvaXjJFZkGeapMHbHGiWWW20Ey/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06347


From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A < 0, we want decrease the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large, when it’s already small. 

-

In this case,       has higher probability on (s, a), than  
We can then take big update to make it smaller.



From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A < 0, we want decrease the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large, when it’s already small. 

-

In this case,       already has a smaller probability than  
No additional benefit to update

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up ppo notes  and PPO paper

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PDzn9RPvaXjJFZkGeapMHbHGiWWW20Ey/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06347


From Policy Gradient to PPO

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- If A < 0, we want decrease the probability of        for this state action pair, but 
not too large, when it’s already small. 

-

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up ppo notes  and PPO paper

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PDzn9RPvaXjJFZkGeapMHbHGiWWW20Ey/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06347


Proximal Policy Optimization

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- Let’s combine the two cases:

- Or equivalently 

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up ppo notes  and PPO paper

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PDzn9RPvaXjJFZkGeapMHbHGiWWW20Ey/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06347


Proximal Policy Optimization

- Let’s look at one state action pair first,

- Let’s combine the two cases:

- Recap intuition:

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up ppo notes  and PPO paper

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PDzn9RPvaXjJFZkGeapMHbHGiWWW20Ey/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06347


Proximal Policy Optimization

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

In PPO, we use GAE [1]

[1] Schulman, John, et al. "High-dimensional continuous control using generalized 
advantage estimation." arXiv preprint arXiv:1506.02438 (2015).

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


Part II: How to solve RL? 
RL Algorithms Landscape



RL Algorithm Landscape (from the scale of problem)



RL Algorithm Landscape (from the scale of problem)
large-scale, 
infinite/continuous state and 
action space.

Small-scale, finite state and 
action space



RL Algorithm Landscape (whether interacting with env)
Online interaction with the 
environment, collecting new 
data sampled from the 
training policy.

Learning on static offline 
dataset. Don’t collect new 
data.

Leveraging both 
online and offline 
data.



RL Algorithm Landscape (whether interacting with env)

When the interaction is not 
critical [game, LLMs]. 

Interaction with env is costly. 
[robotics]

Leveraging both 
online and offline 
data.



RL Algorithm Landscape (Do we have world model?)

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


RL Algorithm Landscape (Do we have world model?)

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

We do not construct world model. (we 
don’t learn transition probability P(s’|s, 
a), reward r(s,a)

We construct world model. (we model 
learn transition probability P(s’|s, a), 
reward r(s,a). 

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


RL Algorithm Landscape (Do we have world model?)

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

Less sample efficient, but more 
computing efficient

Sample efficient, but computationally 
expensive.

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


RL Algorithm Landscape (Do we have world model?)

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

On-policy algorithms

Off-policy algorithms

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


RL Algorithms (Key algorithms)

CF:OpenAI Spinning Up  

https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl_intro.html#key-concepts-and-terminology


Part II: Application 
RLHF in ChatGPT



CF: LLM Practical Guide

https://github.com/Mooler0410/LLMsPracticalGuide/tree/main


From GPT-2, GPT-3 to ChatGPT

CF: LLM Practical Guide

https://github.com/Mooler0410/LLMsPracticalGuide/tree/main


LLM Training Stages 

sd

Pre-training 

Develops a broad set of skills, 
knowledge, pattern recognition, 

reasoning abilities. [1]

Post-training 

Tuning LLM to better interacting with 
human [2]

[1] GPT3 paper.Brown, Tom, et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." Advances in neural information processing systems 33 
(2020): 1877-1901.
[2] Zhou, Chunting, et al. "Lima: Less is more for alignment." Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 36 (2024).

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


LLM Training Stages 

sd

Pre-training 

Develops a broad set of skills, 
knowledge, pattern recognition, 

reasoning abilities. 

Post-training 

Tuning LLM to better interacting with 
human 

Supervised 
fine-tuning

RLHF



RLHF Workflow Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback

Supervised fine-tuning
CF: Ouyang et al., 2022



RLHF Workflow Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback

Providing a good 
initialization point

CF: Ouyang et al., 2022



RLHF Workflow Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback

Providing a good 
initialization point

CF: Ouyang et al., 2022



Why SFT alone is not sufficient?

- From the perspective of cost

Collecting SFT demonstration data is expensive. We need very high 
quality data samples.

- From the goal of alignment

Human preference is implicit and complicated. Training on SFT data is 
not maximizing human preference.

CF: cs288

https://cal-cs288.github.io/sp23/slides/cs288-sp23-rlhf.pdf


Reward model as a Human preference proxy

- Each prompts, we have K response to rank. It produces          comparisons.

Prompt x

Preferred response y_w

Rejected response y_l

CF: Ouyang et al., 2022
[1] GPT3 paper.Brown, Tom, et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." Advances in neural 
information processing systems 33 (2020): 1877-1901.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


Reward model as a Human preference proxy

- Each prompts, we have K response to rank. It produces          comparisons.

Logistic function:

Optimize reward so that preferred response has higher 
score than less preferred response.

CF: Ouyang et al., 2022



PPO for LLM

Objective function

PPO clipped loss KL regularization

Pretraining loss to alleviate 
the alignment tax

CF: Ouyang et al., 2022



PPO for Large Language Model

Objective function

What is state, action, defined here?

What is the environment?

CF: Ouyang et al., 2022



Win rate Pre-trained vs SFT vs RL



Limitation & Challenges

- Collecting preference data is expensive.
- This step is hard to avoid as this is supervision of human preference. But,
- How do we best select our data for collecting human feedback.
- To what extent we can rely on AI feedback?

- RL optimization is hard.
- Reward score not increasing, Performance collapse, Over optimization of reward.

- Reward hacking. 
- It can prefer long response instead of actually high quality response.

- Multi-objectives
- Multiple preferences might conflicting with each other.

- Iterative process
- When do we start the next iteration.
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Q&A

● Feel free to email kaixianglin.cs@gmail.com for any questions regarding this 
slides

mailto:kaixianglin.cs@gmail.com

